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Reflection & Interaction 

To me, Google Translate is (like).....



What Students Do With MT

Overview of Research Study 



Who?



What?



What?
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Instructional Strategies



Training

● Online tools for language learning

● MT input

● MT output



Findings: Online Tools for Language Learning
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Findings: Online Tools for Language Learning



“
I think I wish Google Translate had more of a variety of like 
answers that it spits out when you translate something. 
Because I know there's a lot of ways to say like one specific 
word or like an adverb or something….And then I don't know 
how to find that word because like it's not giving me the right 
translation. It's like giving me the literal translation, rather than 
all like the alternatives, so I kind of wish I had more of that.
-Julie 



Findings: Online Tools for Language Learning



“
 So for [Word Reference] giving you all these different options, 
it's very overwhelming and you're like, well, which I supposed 
to use? I didn't even know what this word meant, you know? So 
that's why I like Google Translate sometimes because even 
though it's not always the most accurate, it definitely is quicker
-Eliza



Findings: Online Tools for Language Learning

“None of us in class know how to 
find anything in the book” -Amy

“All textbooks are a little weird to use. In a 
[physical] textbook, I have to physically flip 
through the pages and scan up and down 
and up and down and up and down.”  -Ryan



Instructional Strategies: Online Tools for Language Learning

1. Train students how to use a range of tools, including 
some non-MT tools (and their textbooks)



Instructional Strategies: Online Tools for Language Learning

1. Train students how to use a range of tools, including 
some non-MT tools (and their textbooks)

2. Metalinguistic awareness: train students how to 
decipher online tool output 



Reflection & Interaction 

MT Tools non-MT Tools



Findings: MT Input
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Findings: MT Input





https://docs.google.com/file/d/1LMZ3ujf7Eh55PpvTTjNfY5QjdCj4jdTE/preview
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Instructional Strategies: MT Input

1. Train students on what to input into MT tools



Instructional Strategies: MT Input



Discussion Questions 
■ What did you observe? How does the output change based on what you search?
■ What happens to MT output when you include/exclude [articles, adjectives, 

subjects, pronouns, etc]?
■ When would you want to include [articles, adjectives, subjects, pronouns, etc] in 

your search? Why?
■ How will you use these tools in the future?

Instructional Strategies: MT Input



Findings: MT Output



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1YsGipkemvR-udD6T6x1-yvslFRgSuYE6/preview


Findings: MT Output

Average time (s) 13.8
Minimum time (s) 1.7
Maximum time (s) 71
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Instructional Strategies: Output

1. Don’t assume all students are just copy/pasting
2. Train students how to analyze MT results



Instructional Strategies: Output

Target word/ phrase Machine translation output WordReference outputs What you chose & why
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Assignments 

● Time & Grades

● Goals & Structure



Findings: Time & Grades

“But I feel Google Translate is also 
helpful if you want something fast. 
But it's also not 100% reliable so…”
-Ellie

“There's less buttons to click.”
-Kelsey



Findings: Time & Grades

“If I was submitting [the task,] I would 
have gone back and chose a better word. 
If it wasn't for high grade, I probably 
wouldn't be too concerned with using 
like the fanciest word.” 
-Mailey

“Those fun vocabulary words [from 
Google Translate] make writing more 
interesting and more advanced and 
obviously that’s better when you are 
trying to go for a better grade.”
-Gabby



Instructional Strategies: Time & Grades

1. Reduce time/grades as a factor in MT use
a. create open-ended assignments 
b. implement low-stakes scaffolding (e.g., multiple 

drafts that focus on process and not product)
c. create evaluations that do not focus solely on 

grammatical correctness
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Findings: Goals & Structures

“What I like about Google Translate is it gives 
you the answer. Word Reference gives you 
like, ‘in the adjective, it’s this. Or in the verb, 
it’s this. Or the whatever, it’s this.’”
-Anne



https://docs.google.com/file/d/12EypAtVNz3xUOg3qKUtZUOjuuSvJE9kp/preview


Findings: Goals & Structures

“My strategy when I do type things in Google 
Translate is like get small words and see if I can 
fit them together on my own because I feel like I 
learn better that way.”
-Mary



Instructional Strategies: Goals & Structures

1. Assignments that emphasize meaning-making 
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Reflection & Interaction 



Policies & Approaches



Findings: MT Policies 



“
I only know that because my teachers are always like “do not use it. 
It's not going to be right.” So instead of even risking it, I always just 
try and do it like what I have learned. Because at the end of the day, 
they [teachers] say, ‘you'd probably be—Like your grade would 
be punished more if you use Google Translate versus what I 
taught you, even if it's not correct.’ So that's, that's why I do it [use 
Google Translate] word for word.
-Eliza



Findings: MT Policies 

“I thought it was cheating because it was like 
the whole sentence. And I didn't want to copy 
an entire sentence. So I just reverted back to 
what I could remember on the top of my 
head.”
-Kendrick 
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Instructional Strategies: Policies & Approaches

1. Revise MT policies
a. Avoid bans and “MT as a dictionary”
b. Redirect energy to training 

2. Reframe MT as opportunity for learning and not an 
answer key

3. Provide opportunities in the classroom to reflect on MT 
use output together



Wrap Up



Additional Resources: Website



Reflection & Interaction 

To me, Google Translate is (like).....
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